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ALIFEROUS 2023
The Founders Day celebration at SRCS was a
tremendous success, showcasing the abundant
talent within the student body. The event
included captivating exhibitions in art,
science/STEM, and pottery, effectively
highlighting the dedication of the young artists
and scientists involved. The event featured
captivating art, science/STEM, and pottery
exhibitions, highlighting the dedication of young
artists and scientists. Parents and guests were
greeted with these dazzling displays before being
led to the kund for the sun-lit theatre
performances in the early evening. The theater
showcased dynamic dance performances,
featuring both thrilling Western and classical
renditions, accompanied by harmonious music
recitals. Additionally, a concise adaptation of
Shakespeare's 'Macbeth' infused a dramatic touch
into the overall presentation. Transitioning from
the sun-lit theatre, the Founders' performances
unfolded on the field. The event resumed with
inspiring speeches from Chief Guest Brigadier
Ashok Abbey, Chairman, Principal and school
head girl and head boy, followed by an award
distribution for the awards of excellence. The
rainbows presented a cheerful adaptation of
'Peter Pan,' while senior students performed
'Andho Ka Hathi,' a satirical play by notable
satirist late Sharad Joshi, offering a thought-
provoking perspective on Indian democracy.
Despite the reflective moments, the grand finale
united all participants, leaving a lasting
impression on everyone who attended. Aliferous
2023, from exhibitions to performances, was truly
memorable.
- Raghav Sharma
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Commerce department
workshop for commerce
students of classes 9-12

The Commerce Department facilitated a practical exploration of stock market dynamics for

students. The activities included hands-on experiences such as engaging in live trading with a

minor capital investment, understanding market parameters affecting stock fluctuations,

calculating profits, and gaining insights into concepts like stop loss, insider trading, and grey

markets. Our dedicated educators also delved into the intricacies of Future and Options, ensuring

a comprehensive understanding of financial markets. The live-streaming session was adeptly

executed, digging into relevant theories. Robust audience interaction, manifested through

dynamic comments and inquiries, underscored the session's resonance. Technical facets operated

seamlessly, guaranteeing a fluid viewing milieu. In summation, the session effectively realized its

objectives.
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AWARDS OF
EXCELLENCE 

योगः कम�सु कौशलम।् 
Yoga is excellence in action.

Aripra Roy, our Grade 11 student,

showcased exceptional prowess

representing Uttarakhand at the

48th Sub-Junior and Junior

National Yogasana Sports

Championship in Guwahati. Her

performance not only reflected

dedication but also enabled her to

gain invaluable experience.

National Yogasana sports
championship: 
“Face the Discomfort and
You Will Be Rewarded’
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SRCS launched a one-of-a-kind film
festival, IKFF - World's largest
Children's Film Festival.
In a world overwhelmingly influenced
by screens and visual content, this film
festival provided our students with a
valuable opportunity to gain insights
into diverse cultures, languages, stories,
experiences, and social issues. There
were films for different age categories
and for educators and parents as well. It
was an enthralling experience for
everyone.

IKFF- International Kids
Filmfare 

Activity on self awareness and emotional
intelligence 
This week, the Rainbow class teachers at SRCS initiated a two-
day exploration of self-awareness with their students, delving
into the realms of happiness and sadness. The students actively
participated in meaningful discussions, sharing joyous
moments within the school and openly discussing sources of
unhappiness. The primary focus of these sessions was on
cultivating a deep understanding and respect for oneself and
others.
Symbolic bands worn on the hands played a significant role in
this initiative—one to identify instances of bullying and the
other to celebrate acts of kindness. Through engaging
scenarios, our students refined their emotional intelligence,
learning to distinguish between respectful interactions and
behaviors indicative of bullying. At SRCS, our unwavering
commitment to fostering a positive and inclusive environment
remains a top priority.
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Origami workshop for boarder
“Art is not an object, art is an experience.”
- Josef Albers
Boarders at SRCS are constantly motivated to
enhance their skills and employ their free time in
creativity. Students from grades 4 to 8 at SRCS
enjoyed a fascinating session on origami art.
Exploring its origin, history and fascinating facts
of this craft, both students and the teachers
embraced the learning experience. Despite initial
struggles with paper folding, perseverance
prevailed, leading to interesting creations. The
session concluded with an inspiring short film,
leaving the valuable takeaway: “Persist in hard
work, for every problem has a solution.”
- Aadya Singh (XI-H)

Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time.” – Thomas Merton. 
SRCS takes immense pride to acknowledge our skillful and soulful art enthusiasts
Taranpreet Kaur,who secured 1st place and Yamini Semwal, who earned a Special Mention
in the AJF Arts Competition 2023 (Category -D)

UT2 and Pre-board revisions
As the countdown to Pre-boards and Unit Test 2 began,

our dedicated teachers were in action—leading doubt-

clearing sessions, conducting revision tests, and

providing guidance to ensure our students feel

confident and ready for the challenges ahead. Revision

plays a vital role in enabling students to reduce stress

and anxiety. It makes them well prepared and boosts

their confidence to achieve results.

Avantika Jindal (IX- B)
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